2017 Hurricane Relief Play-A-Thon
Dear Arizona Suzuki families,
We all have been shaken by the news of damage by hurricanes in our country over the last several
months. Some of the people affected are Suzuki families like us.

What can we do?
Let's play our instruments for relief!
Pick a week in October before the ASA workshop on Oct. 20 and 21.
Have your teacher make a list of eligible pieces/practice items.
Gather pledges per item (i.e. 10 cents for every book 1 piece, you can choose any amount).

Play!
Collect the money based on how much you played.
Bring your completed form and collected donation money to the workshop, or have your teacher get it to
someone who is going. If you are unable to attend the workshop, please email arizonasuzuki@gmail.com
to make alternate arrangements.
The money will go the Suzuki Association of the Americas (SAA), who already have a fund dedicated to
hurricane relief. It will go to students from the Houston and Southeast Texas Suzuki Groups, and hopefully
to Puerto Rico as well. It will be used by those groups to replace instruments, bows, cases, music, etc. It
may also help to provide lesson scholarships for those who are facing serious financial difficulties as a
result of their losses. This fund drive is supported by volunteers of the ASA and SAA, so 100% of

funds raised will be donated to those in need.
Thanks. Let's get to practicing!
Sample pledge inquiry:
My name is _____________ and I'm going to be playing my (instrument) during the week of _____________
for music students affected by the recent hurricanes. May I count on you for a donation per piece that I
play during the week? Thank you.

Questions? Please contact arizonasuzuki@gmail.com
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STUDENT NAME: ____________________________
TEACHER NAME: _____________________________
PIECE or EXERCISE Name

PLEDGE Amount

# of Times Played

$ TOTAL

Pieces__________

$__________
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